Anabolic Synergism - Amino Acids and Exercise
Higher tissue levels of amino acids translate into increased protein synthesis as
shown by a number of studies using both oral amino acids and amino acid
infusions. 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5
For example, one study by using femoral arterio-venous catheterization and quadriceps
muscle biopsies, measured muscle protein synthesis and breakdown, and amino acid
transport during intravenous infusion of an amino acid mixture in young and elderly
subjects. 6 Peripheral amino acid infusion significantly increased amino acid delivery to the
leg, amino acid transport and muscle protein synthesis, independently of the age of the
volunteers. Despite no change in protein breakdown during amino acid infusion, a positive
net balance of amino acids across the muscle was achieved.
The same team of researchers published another study several years later and determined
that a bolus oral ingestion of amino acids also produce a similar response in young and
elderly individuals. 7
This was in agreement with an earlier study that came to the same conclusion on the
similar effectiveness of oral versus intravenous infusion of amino acids. 8 However, this
earlier study also found that whole body proteolysis did not change with the oral amino
acids whereas it increased slightly during parenteral amino acid administration. This is
interesting in that it suggests that oral amino acids may actually be more effective in
modulating protein metabolism than intravenous ones. It’s possible that the oral amino
acids results in the appearance of lower levels of systemic amino acids for a longer period
of time and that this difference may account for the fact that there was no change in whole
body proteolysis with the oral amino acids.
Having established that oral amino acids effectively deliver amino acids to muscle and
increase protein synthesis it’s worth while to see what effects an oral amino acid mix would
have if taken before and/or after training.

Amino Acid Blend Before Training
In the last several years a number of studies have found that ingesting amino acids prior to
training provides several beneficial effects. First of all a recent study found that amino acid
delivery during exercise is greater when an essential amino acid mix is ingested than when
intact whey proteins are ingested immediately before exercise. 9
An earlier study found that taking an essential amino acid mix prior to exercise gives
superior results to its use after exercise. 10
Another recent study found that a single oral intake of 2 grams of BCAAs with arginine at
onset of exercise suppressed exercise induced muscle proteolysis. 11
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And another study found that the use steroids for sale of whole proteins prior to exercise
decreased serum growth hormone, IGF-I, testosterone, and free fatty acid levels, and
12
increased
levels.
Allinsulin
of these changes are counterproductive for maximizing body composition. The
only productive response was an increase in amino acid levels.
Using an amino acid mix containing specific amounts and ratios of various amino acids
can result in an optimum pre training mix that maximizes the anabolic and fat burning
effects of exercise.

Amino version III
Used before training results in an increase in anabolic hormones, a decrease in
muscle catabolism and damage (thereby decreases counter
productive muscle damage, decreasing muscle soreness, and improving recovery), a net
protein metabolism, and an increase in fat breakdown and oxidation.
As such, Amino has proven to be useful for both power and endurance athletes for
increasing the anabolic and decreasing the damaging effects of exercise, and allowing
higher levels of training intensity.

Amino After Training
Amino used immediately after training increases recovery and promotes net protein
metabolism, muscle accretion, and continued lipolysis and fat oxidation.
As such, Amino has proven useful in reversing the negative effects of exercise on protein
metabolism, enhancing recover, and potentiating the beneficial effects of exercise on body
composition and performance.

Amino Acid Breakdown of Amino
Amino contains essential (including leucine and the other branched chain amino acids),
conditionally essential (including glutamine and arginine), and non essential amino acids
(including glycine and alanine) as studies have shown that all three classifications of amino
acids are important for maximizing protein synthesis and muscle accretion.
The mechanism of actions include both direct and indirect effects such as increasing
protein synthesis and decreasing protein catabolism by various pathways including
increasing insulin secretion and the anabolic effects of insulin (including the anabolic
response seen with an increase in insulin plus hyperaminoacedemia), increasing GH and
IGF-I levels, decreasing the effects of myostatin, and influencing various other growth
factors, prostaglandins and cytokines.
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Studies have also shown that the amino acids in amino work both independently, as a
whole, and along with insulin to increase protein synthesis and decrease protein
catabolism. These effects appear to be additive. As such, Amino incorporates all the
combinations necessary to maximize net protein metabolism, and muscle accretion.

One dose – 10 tablets contains:
Besides the amino acid content Amino also contains several Ingredients that enhance the
effects of the amino acids in Amino.
Amino Acid Content
A total of 15.5 grams of amino acids in the form of free amino acids, amino acid derivatives
and metabolites, and peptides
8 grams of Essential Amino Acids (EAA)
3.4 grams, or over 40%, of the EAA are in the form of branched chain amino acids
(BCAA) – half of the BCAA is in the form of leucine.
2.0 grams of the conditional amino acid glutamine
0.4 grams of the conditional amino acid arginine
anabolic steroids for sale
0.5 grams of taurine
300 mg of alanine
4 grams in total of non-essential amino acids, Krebs Cycle intermediates, and
related compounds.
While the presence of essential amino acids is critical to protein synthesis, there is some
these
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lower plasma
levels of
where there is rapid growth.
Also while of the BCAAs leucine seems the most important, it’s also paramount that the
other two BCAAs also be present in the formulation since supplementation with leucine
alone may have side effects due to impairment in the availability of valine and isoleucine,
because the activity of the rate-limiting enzymatic complex in BCAA degradation, i.e.,
branched-chain alpha-keto acid dehydrogenase, is markedly stimulated by the presence of
leucine or its keto acid, alpha-ketoisocaproate. 14, 15 , 16
Amino Also contains a number of ingredients that help to maximize the anabolic and fat
burning effects of the amino acids, including vitamin B6 and Vitamin C, which are crucial
for optimizing protein synthesis and recovery of the neuromuscular system secondary to
exercise stress.
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MD+ Amino
• Maximizes protein synthesis and decreases
muscle breakdown before and after training and
anytime it’s used buy steroids online.
• Maximizes the anabolic and fat burning effects of
exercise.
• Enhances recovery.
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